Mini cooper subwoofer box

To see and take advantage of our member pricing sign up for a business account or contact our
sales team. Monoprice 12in Watt Powered Subwoofer, Black. Product Add to Cart. Add to
Wishlist. Log In to see Member Pricing. Volume Pricing. Questions and Answers. Powered by
TurnTo. Start typing your question and we'll check if it was already asked and answered. Learn
More. Do not include HTML, links, references to other stores, pricing or contact info. Browse
questions Browse questions and answers. A shopper on May 14, If not use speaker cable. It has
rca Jack's for the left and right channels. You do not need to use the speaker wire connections.
This will accept RCA inputs from your receiver. Need to have a cable with one rca on one side
and two subwoofer side rcas on the other side. That is how I hooked mine up. Yes you can I
have Sony reciever also and that's how I connected it. Is it Bluetooth? A shopper on Apr 10,
Thought speaker connection or dedicated sub out on amp to dedicated sub in on sub. No, it is
not Bluetooth. Only RCA or Speaker level inputs. Supply it with a wire for signal. No it is not. I'm
verifying. On a receiver with a separate subwoofer port, a single RCA cord or subwoofer cord
runs from the receiver's separate subwoofer port to the subwoofer's white input port. Have I got
it right? A shopper on Apr 21, Amazon sells cords that have the single connection on one end
and the double connection on the other end. You can find them for pretty cheap. Mine only
works when I used the red input to connect to the single subwoofer output on my receiver. That
should work! A shopper on Jan 20, There is no digital input on this subwoofer. There are only
line level inputs with standard RCA connectors, or high level from the speaker level out puts of
your amplifier. Just use standard line level RCA to hook it up. I use one that is made for a
subwoofer and it is shielded against interference. You can use the left or right input on the
subwoofer, it's a mono signal. Worked very well. Very nice unit. Standard single rca cable is
what I used. Does it come with an amp? A shopper on Apr 23, The amp is internal inside the
speaker cabinet. The amp has a maximum power output as stated of watts. It is a pretty nice
unit. Yes , The watt amplifier is built into the speaker unit itself!!! It works great!!! I am very
happy with the purchase!!! Passive subs are. Exceedingly rare these days. It just needs a signal
input. It does the rest. The amp is internal and only for the subwoofer. This is an active sub with
adjustable gain. It's powered, so it doesn't require an amp. Does this speaker work for cars as
well? Am I able to put it in my car or would I be recommended against it? New User U on Jan 12,
An inverter would be required for installation in a car. Not advisable. Not a car speaker. Look at
the dimensions! The sub is V AC, so, to begin with you would need a hefty inverter. Requires ac
outlet. Not designed for use in a car. Runs on AC. No- it needs v. Can this connect to a
computer and any satellite Klipsch speakers? My Klipsch subwoofer and control pod no longer
work and would like to reuse the other 3 speakers. A shopper on Sep 19, It is a powered woofer
and all you need to do is connect the computer speaker output, using a plug into PC and wires
to the subwoofer terminals. Unfortunately, I can't give you a "for sure" answer. The unit is self
powered so all you have to do is get the signal to the sub. I use it with a sound bar which has a
dedicated subwoofer plug. It is a great sub, a good as you can get without moving up to a real
big time expense. Yes it's just a mono lfe input, I bought this to replace my JBL that died on me
and for the price it's a great bang for the buck and services it's worth. Not as loud as my JBL
but that was a watt beast. This does have nice tight well rounded bass. It's only input is via
classic RCA connectors line-level signal. So, if that is what you can get from you Klipsch
system, the answer is yes. Unfortunately, the subwoofer is not designed to connect to a
computer. For inputs I see high level speaker, will this speaker accept cooper speaker wire as a
connection? A shopper on Dec 21, The sub will internally take the signal drop it to line level, run
thru the crossover and provide warm bass for your system. Yes, the high level input accepts
copper speaker wire as an input. I have not used this as an input but it is available. This
subwoofer does have spring loaded clips for accepting speaker cables. Yes, it does. You can
view it in one of the available product pictures. You can use regular speaker lines in Can anyone
compare this to the sub that comes with the Premium 5. I have the latter and looking to add
some deeper extension and more bass coverage. I'm curious how this compares, and possibly
if anyone has used both together. Cameron W on Feb 20, Monoprice Premium 5. We created a
new SKU that includes the 12" instead of the 8". I do not have the Premium 5. I really like it. It
has a crossover knob that lets you adjust which frequencies are coming out of it. The single sub
itself sounds good. I have two subs on both side of tv with in ceiling speakers. I had the
monoprice 8" powered subwoofer, not sure if that is the inner you have, but upgrading to this
12" was a huge improvement. The 5. The solo sub is a 12in. Are wires included? A shopper on
Apr 17, But they are standard connectors. Getting wires is easy, just get plenty, don't short
yourself. Only the power cable is supplied. No they are not. New User U on Sep 23, They curve
outward about 1. The front and back is the same width though. They are indeed artfully curved and the best value in subwoofers you will find. They are curved. Does it come with cord? A
shopper on Dec 15, Reply Inaccurate ejkessler on Dec 30, Purchased on Feb 29, The sub only

comes with the power cord. Which cord outlet cord yes for the sub pre out yes its also included.
It comes with a power cord, but not the audio cables you will need. My audio receiver only has a
single monaural audio output. This subwoofer has separate line in L and R inputs. Will this work
well with my receiver? Or is an adapter of some kind needed so both L and R inputs are filled
in? Abdul D on Dec 2, Do not use the y-cable adapter because it will put your sub out of phase
and not sound properly. Reply 1 Inaccurate Matthew S on Mar 20, How come Monoprice is
recommended the Y splitter? I have compared to single input vs Y, and with the Y it's just a little
bit louder. Reply Greg B on Dec 11, Another respondent said not to use a "Y-Cable" as it will put
the subwoofer out-of-phase. Having serviced both consumer and professional recording studio
electronic equipment, that is not true! I would also recommend that if your surround receiver
has DSP processing and filtering that delivers audio to its Subwoofer output then use that
higher quality design and set the Crossover control of this subwoofer to the highest frequency.
This will minimize phase shift in the subwoofer band. For anyone interested in the answer: "If
you are using an amplifier with a single mono subwoofer line level output, simply use an RCA
"Y" cable to split the output and send it to the two line level inputs on the subwoofer. Just got
off the phone with Monoprice support. Does the subwoofer automatically power off when it no
longer receives a signal? A shopper on Jun 19, The subwoofer will enter standby mode after
about 2 minutes if there is no signal detected. So, Dave, what I understand, there is no way to
visually see or verify the Sub going into Standby. Reply John G on Jan 8, It is supposed to, but
it doesn't. Can this connect to YAS Soundbar? A shopper on Sep 22, The YAS has a subwoofer
outlet for just that purpose. You just need an RCA "Y" connector 1 male to 2 males. The length
of the "Y" connector depends how far your place your sub from the YAS The Monoprice
instruction manual shows a diagram connection of the Monoprice, both Left and Right "in"
jacks. However I have used only a single RCA jack ,left or right, and it still works. I've read the
only reason to use a "Y" is if the sub has an Auto-off and this sub does. The stronger signal
using both sub "in" jacks keeps the sub form powering down if the signal is too weak, like when
playing at low volume. I've been using subs for over 25 years and never had this problem, but
just adding this for your info. Monoprice has this sub's manual link on its site. Arrow down,
almost to bottom on the page where this sub is advertised. Link is on the left. The YAS reviews
also show pictures if you don't already own this. One is avforums, Dec 31, Look up the specs on
your ssoundbar at Yamaha. It states there is a "sub-out" so the answer to your question is
"YES". Adding another subwoofer provides even deeper, fuller and more impactful bass to
enhance your movies, music and games. Yamaha offers a line of powered subwoofers or you
use one that you already own. Monoprice sells both. There is a sub out for powered sub. Have
you eliminated the hum everyone experiences? DANA G. Purchased two subs. One had a pretty
significant "hum". Monoprice shipped out a replacement and no issue on the replacement.
Reply New User U on Dec 6, FWIW, I've had this speaker for almost a year and haven't
experienced any hum. And I'm pretty sensitive my wife would say mildly insane about those
types of things. I can't speak for original poster, but the unit I received hummed without cabling
attached. Any outlet, with or without power conditioner. I have 2 of these units - no hum,
whatsoever. I use top-quality Monoprice single RCA cables for my subwoofers. If the hum
persists, consider that cycle hums are usually the fault of a defective amplifier. A shopper on
Apr 19, This is a v power block and it is not wired to function at or v. If that is all you have for
power you will need a transformer to step down the power. Can I hook this up to my soundbar?
A shopper on May 1, It depends on the kid of output you can deliver to the input on the subs
amplifier. This unit is a bit harder to connect the input signal to it. It is easy if you have a
preamp with an extra output on it. Look at the owners manual that shows you how you can
connect into it. Hope this helps. I think the same would be true for a sound bar, if it has an
unpowered jack for a sub. Somehow, this sub seems way bigger than most soundbars--I would
look for something smaller. Yes if your sound bar has rca output jack. From photos it has
high-level speaker outs. Do they have a high-pass filter? A shopper on May 2, I suggest setting
it for 80 hz. This is a powered sub. There is a volume knob and a crossover knob. I have ceiling
speakers in my home and this sub works fine. Takes a few minutes to set the crossover, once
you do its amazing. No, the high level jacks are input only. There are no speaker level outputs.
Does this speaker have Bluetooth.? A shopper on Apr 18, How does this sub woofer do on
music with a hard wood floor? A shopper on May 13, Go to the hardware store and buy 4 rubber
feet. Swap them out for the original feet. The new rubber feet will not scratch the hardwood
floor. I have 2 of these subs in my den with hard wood floors. They sound great and I've not
noticed any rattling as with some other subs I've had. I had it in my living room on hard woods
and it sounds pretty good Line out can be used with another sub correct? If the sub output is
mono you can get a y rca splitter. You can easily daizychain them together if the second sub
has an rca in, also if you are using a stereo system it has passthrough for the left and right

channels out your amplifier. Yeah pretty sure it's just a line through with no processing applied.
I got this sub because I can run my monitors off the line out. I would think so but haven't tried it.
How long is the power cord? A shopper on May 15, Fortunately he had an available outlet near
the unit, becase if I remember correctly the cord is 3 or 4 feet long. Roughly 4 ft. Average length
5ft. What gauge wiring should be used for the Hi Level inputs? New User U on Sep 1, Were it on
its own, the impedance is so high that it draws next to no current so you could get away with
something tiny but whatever gauge you planned to run your speakers should go through the
subwoofer. I like gauges depending on the amplifier used to drive them. Reply Inaccurate
douglas w on Sep 2, Purchased on Dec 13, The thicker the cable is the better, but I would not go
below Actually 14 is enough in my view. I am using RCA connection and might not be the best
judge though. But subwoofer is pretty powerful and I believe can handle quite some power. I
also used the line level inputs from my receiver. If your receiver does not have a subwoofer out
connection then lower gauge speaker wire such as 12 gauge is recommended. Im not using
those. I plugged in via red and white dual RCA but it looks like the high level inputs are standard
speaker wire gauge. Are you able to put this sub in a car? A shopper on Jan 12, This sub is
powered by a watt power amp that run on AC volts not DC power 12v power. That would not
make any sense. This is powered by V and in a huge cabinet.. It's also not rated to be exposed
to the weather and temperature in a vehicle. No way its huge and not 12 volt. Is the frequency
response only good to 50 Hz? I would think a ported 12 would play deeper than that John L on
May 11, See this review. I can't say exactly how low it goes but 50 sounds about right. It could
probably go lower but not with any real power behind it. Thanks for the quick response! Reply
John L on May 11, The frequency response matches my system and any thing lower would put
the sound out of place, does not hide clarity of highs. What class of amplifier is used on this
subwoofer? Robb W on Aug 25, Monoprice Premium Select 8in Watt Subwoofer. Reply
Inaccurate stephen h on Sep 11, I have a class D and it works fine. Hi, I just received this
subwoofer. Unpacked and installed with my pioneer 5. However, I am noticing 2 very strange
things - the moment I switch it on switch at the back there is a very loud pop. Second, there is
considerable humming without even being connected to a receiver. After connecting and
playing some music, the humming is getting louder. Even at low levels I can hear the humming.
Has some else also faced this problem? And what is the solution to this? A shopper on Oct 23, I
had the same issue as you with this Monoprice 12" sub: it would hum loudly even with no
inputs connected. However, I found a fix. This reply might be a bit late for you, but in case
anyone else has this issue, here's what I did. Note: this fix involves opening the subwoofer
amplifier, which could void the warranty, and exposes the user to live V electrical circuits. Only
do this if you know what you're doing in a safe way. What I did was open the amplifier and
re-position some of the cables. In particular, the cable labeled "BASS" is very susceptible to
picking up noise it is the audio signal cable. I found that if it was close to the large transformer
for the amplifier's power supply, and if it were at a particular angle, it picked up a lot of noise.
So, I moved it around until I found a spot with minimal noise I had to do this with the sub
powered, so I could hear the hum change , then I hot-glued the cable to keep it there. Note: the 3
cables in my sub were tied together with a ty-rap, so I had to cut this so I could move each cable
independently. There is a third cable connected between the two circuit boards in this amp, but I
found that its physical position did not affect noise at all. Now, it's barely audible 3' away
directly in front of it. As I said before though, opening this amplifier to do the fix I did can be
dangerous, so be careful! I opened up into the power system on the one I bought. Good luck
finding one that works right - Fair electronic's, sloppy assembly. I can't seem to respond
directly to the question, so I'll respond here. Plugging it in to different outlets didn't fix it, nor
did adjusting the volume. However, I did find a fix. In particular, the cable labeled "BASS" is
very suceptible to picking up noise it is the audio signal cable. So, I moved it around until I
found a spot with minimal noise, then I hot-glued the cable to keep it there. Note: the 3 cables in
my sub were tied together with a ty-rap. I had to cut this first so I could move each cable
independently. Reply Eric B on Oct 11, I would like to know. A shopper on Nov 16, In some
cases it happens even with no inputs attached. I had that issue with this sub, but I found a fix.
As I said though, opening this amplifier to do this fix can be dangerous, so be careful! Reply
Inaccurate Eric B on Oct 11, First, try a grounded plug. Check your connections. Brian F on Jan
12, The port faces down, centered on the bottom. No it is on the bottom of the sub. Questions
For Similar Products. Review More Purchases My Posts. Rated 5 out of 5. A sub for every
occasion. Boom for a great price. They compliment my polk audio Tsi s. February 15, Gretchen
T. Purchased 1 month ago. Rated 4 out of 5. This sub did not disappoint! Simply great
performance at a great price. February 12, Frank B. February 10, Nice deep bass adjustable For
the price point, I am still waiting on a call from Monoprice stating that the sub was underpriced.
Trust me, I grew up in Atlanta, a great sub is vital for all music coming from the southern skits

of the US, and believe me, we know and LOVE our bass background music. I think I said enough
February 9, Eric A. Excellent value, don't miss this deal. Shipping was fast as promised and the
sub packaging was good upon arrival. I can find nothing negative to report and recommend this
product enthusiastically. Folks should check out those T Air's they are amazing for the money.
February 6, New User U. February 4, Rated 3 out of 5. I kept mine but I wont recommend it,.
February 3, Great sound, Bigger than I thought it would be, Could use more audio inpu gain
amp is set to max to just get by. Ben K. Superb sound at a low price. I love this speaker so
much! I used it to replace an 8" Watt Sony subwoofer that had been damaged and I really
appreciate the result. It has lots of inputs and is thumping with quality! The only one missing is
a dedicated subwoofer input but there's easy and cheap work arounds for that. Overall I
couldn't be happier and I highly recommend it. February 2, Chris G. Great price. Nice quality. It
looks built to last. The sub does what is expected. Helps overall sound and drops well with my
Sony sub. Reviews for Similar Products. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. The SS8P is an all in one solution to give you
great sounding bass in your vehicle without taking up a lot of space. This sub enclosure is only
2. The amplifier is built in, so installation and wiring is clean and simple. This is a true all in one
subwoofer solution with the subwoofer built into the enclosure along with a top of the line
amplifier built in as well. We focused on making installation a breeze so we designed this unit
with you the customer in mind. We added high level inputs so you can install this to an
aftermarket or factory system. The high level input allows you to install this even if you have no
preamp outputs available. The smart turn-on circuit will sense that an audio signal is present
and turn on the amplifier. When you turn off your music signal the amplifier built into this
subwoofer system will automatically turn itself off. Something else we did to make installation
quick and easy is we put all the inputs and outputs on one side. This makes wiring neater and
easier. This has great controls so you can adjust the sound to your liking. It has a level control
for the volume and subsonic filter to filter out the really low frequencies which the human ear
cannot hear. This also has a low pass crossover filter, phase control, input sensitivity, and bass
boost. Included is a remote bass knob, and mounting hardware but the best thing about our
model is the sound. It is slim but it sounds like a full sized subwoofer If you are not happy with
it we will offer you a day money back guarantee. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 5. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Audiosavings Sold by Audiosavings Details. Ships from.
Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will
send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered product. In some cases,
we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Visit the Rockville Store. Amazon's Choice
recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Style: Under-seat subwoofer. Hidden in
spare tire subwoofer. Under-seat subwoofer. Pattern Name: Subwoofer. Enclosure is made out
of cast aluminum which stays cool at all times. Peak Power Handling: Watts. Heavy Duty
Mounting Feet. Adjustable Input Sensitivity. Soft Delayed Remote Turn-On. Overload Protection
Circuit. Low Pass Filter: 50Hz - Hz. Bass Boost: 0 - 12dB 45Hz. Built in Subsonic Filter 20Hz.
Subwoofer Level Remote Control. Fuse Rating: Single 10A. Peak Power Watts. RMS Power:
Watts. Impedance: 2 Ohm. Dimensions L x W X H : Frequency Response: 20Hz - Hz. Input
sensitivity, Low level: mV. Input sensitivity, High level: 1. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by Audiosavings. Sold by Speece, Inc. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Here's how restrictions apply. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
From the manufacturer. Compare with similar items. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Added a second 1! Update 3. This
Sub not really a Sub but whatever you want to call it is very nice for the price IF you have a
factory stereo or an aftermarket stereo with no amps connected.. But you shouldnt expect this
thing to play real loud.. I got it hoping it would be a little louder for my system.. And thats with
the gain at max and the bass boost at near max. I placed it behind driver seat in a 04 Grand Prix
I doubt I will keep it in my current set up but will probably keep it for the second car since the

freight to return it would be to much to merit returning it. I give it 5 stars for the price and
performance on non amped stereos and 3 stars for How much I like it in my system If you have
a non high powered stereo and you wont put it in the trunk you cant tell its there in a trunk then
for the price I think you will love it. I now give it 5 stars! I know have 2 of these installed in my
car 1 behind driver seat and 1 behind passenger seat and adding the second one made a big
difference no duh! And with adding the second one the subs never get "drowned out" by my
amped speakers and at times it's to much bass to be honest but loving this lil sub big time! No
it's not "audiophile" quality and it doesn't hit like two 10s or 12's but with the subs on the
floorboard I don't have that God awfull trunk rattle sound on the outside that I have had in the
past when I had subs in the trunk not to mention I can use all of my trunk without a huge sub
box in it my rear view mirror vibrates like crazy at times it vibrated when I had just the 1 also but
no it won't vibrate your side view mirrors in case you were curious I know most people don't
plan on getting 2 of these again 1 will be noticeable but if your thinking of getting 2 or adding
another one to your excisting sub.. Do it! Also I don't currently bus the amp gain dash knob but
since my decks sub volume adjustment seems to be all or nothing I plan to add the knob but
will wire both subs to 1 gain knob.. But other than that they work perfect and sound great for the
price and knowing these arent going to be heard blocks away Just 1 had a lil harder time
keeping up and at times got overpowered but that never happens with 2 unless I want to make
my ears bleed. Update 3 By DhDolphns on August 13, Images in this review. I was hesitant on
getting a subwoofer, for I kept telling myself I was no longer in high school and in need for 2 15"
square subwoofers with W of power. However, my love of music found me in search of a bass
thumping addition to my new car. Since the Mini Cooper already lacks space, I had to find a
packaged subwoofer that I told myself had to go beneath the cargo compartment. That left me
with very few choices, and I decided it had to be a "under the seat" subwoofer. Did some
research, and found a few spare tire subwoofer. Now, there are only a few on the market,
including the JBL BassPro and with my current budget already sinking a lot of money into
performance and other parts on this car, I decided to keep it tame, so I went with the Rockville
RockGhost. I hooked it up via the driver's side straight to the battery, going through the firewall,
tied up the power cable, remote input cable, and remote along the driver's side with the OEM
cable harness, tapped Hi-Level inputs straight into the Harman Kardon factory amplifier. I also
hooked up the remote input with a 6 panel switch, allowing me to turn off and on the subwoofer
at will from the driver's seat. Now the fun part. Now, I know I drive a Mini Cooper, so small
package means more thump, but this subwoofer produces some of the cleanest and consistent
lows I've ever heard. Paired with my factory HK system, which I just upgraded with Bavsound
speakers, I am in audio heaven. Even in traffic, I can get a free seat massage at will. Bottom line,
for the price, the included wiring and parts, instructions, and best yet, the actual purpose of this
subwoofer will leave you happier than ever. I am going to put this in a spare tire eventually, and
it will be the complete package. JBL is a 11" subwoofer. Installed in an 03 ML I was a bit
nervous when I ordered this. I consider myself an audiophile and love to have a nice blend of
sound. I wasn't looking for anything that would rattle the contents in surrounding vehicles or
houses. I hooked this up leaving the factory door speakers installed. I fit it under the driver's
seat after taking the seat off and removing the old factory sub, connecting it with RCA cables. It
sounds great. I took the time to tune it, left my input sensitivity low, set the low pass to my
liking, and mainly adjusting the gain. I have a Kenwood Excelsior head unit that has its own
crossover. I was able to use that to further fine tune the adjustments and this speaker works
great for filling in the lows. I installed JBL components in the front and back, and now I have a
crisp sound. Just a note, this isn't going to rattle your windows, it will fill in the missing lows
that you don't get from a component setup. You can feel it, and adjust things so it will not
distort. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. No dislike. This is exactly what I was
expecting. Easy to install and sounds great. Not the type of speaker to blow your hair but will
definitely add the punch to your system that you can feel in your seat. Should fit in any vehicle. I
knew going in I was looking for additional kick for 13ish spare tire hidden type of application. So
this 8 inch sub sounds amazing for it's size and could be mistaken for much larger size. Very
satisfied. Including the dimensions provided by Rockville if it helps anyone making a decision
to purchase. Reviewed in Canada on September 2, I was skeptical at first with a spare tire
subwoofer, I was thinking the bass would be reduced because of the rubber absorbing the
frequencies but it's not the case, I'm actually impressed how good it sound! The bass is deep,
clear and powerfull, and it doesn't take any trunk space in my Mazda CX-5 It fit perfectly after
trimming the top of the holding screw, and it include all the wiring needed top connect it. If
anyone else try to install this on a CX-5, I ended up connecting the subwoofer to the amp
harness that is located on the right side of the car behind the glove box. I could not find any
diagram for the radio harness for the model, but there's some available for the amp harness.

Hope it help someone else, if you're in doubt don't hesitate, buy this. This sub helps balance out
the 5. It takes it from next to no bass to a noticeable kick and in some cases, it's enough to
make the rearview shake. That said, even on my low powered system, it's next to impossible to
find the right combination of gain, bass boost, crossover etc that works for everything. There
are noticeable dead spots at certain frequencies and overexaggerated bass at others which has
me riding the remote level knob from track to track. This knocks one second and flubs all over
the place another. Of course, this is a very inexpensive 8" slim sub, and for what it is, it seems
to perform pretty well if you keep your expectations in check. I'm not about to go back to no
bass but I'm definitely left wanting for more. In this category, maybe this is as good as it gets? I
have a sport trac without infinity system. Just 4 speakers, nothing special. After reading reviews
I decided to buy the sub with amp. Well, after installing and setting up the sub woofer, I am
super happy I bought it. You get lots of bass, and you can feel it. Just enough to make a great
sounding system. Like a lot of other reviewers I don't need the big thumper of a sub woofer, and
I don't have to spend a lot of money to get a good bass sound. I mounted the sub behind rear
seat below the window where the factory one would go. One person found this helpful. Hi I have
an audi q7 and came with a factory sub. My friend got the same audi q7 but his did not come
with sub. So he ask if I can help him with one. I came across this rockville sub on Amazon
check it out and even call the company for more information on the sub. I buy it and when I got
it it was so easy to put it on and it made a big difference. I'm now thinking about getting one for
mu passat. Thank you so much for your help. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Pages with related products. See and discover other items: Best car seats for trucks ,
Best subs speakers for cars , Best slim subwo
2007 audi a4 turbo
1998 grand prix gt
audi 01e transaxle
ofers for truck , Best trunk speakers for car , Explore woofer speakers for cars , Explore slim
subwoofers for trucks. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazing Dealzzz. VM Express.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

